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BY CESARIO GUERRA

Texas Atlatl Association

This was my third time
visiting the Lower Pecos canyon lands and the second
year I participate in the Archeolympics at Seminole Canyon State Park and Historic
Site near Comstock, Texas.
The Lower Pecos is one place
every Texan needs to visit at
least once in their lifetime.
Certainly one can’t help but
feel awestruck with the stunning view of canyons and rock
shelters this region is known
for.
For those of you who are
unfamiliar, the Archeolympics
is a three event primitive skill
competition which includes
Texas Atlatl Association sign made from buckskin by TAA member Robert
throwing rabbit sticks, starting Garcia
a friction fire using a hand
drill, and tossing darts using
archaeologically rich region at
the atlatl. Also included were
This year there was many
the northeastern edge of the
flintknapping demonstrations,
more contestants and the
Chihuahuan Desert in order to
cordage making, artifact idencompetition was stiff. Folks
practice some of the skills the
tification, and living history
from different parts of the
American Indians in this area
demonstrations and displays.
state converged at this
utilized thousands of years
ago. Unlike last year, the lines
for competition were long, but
time flew by so fast that
Italian sub I had in the cooler
would have to wait.
First up on my agenda was
the adult rabbit stick competition which had many contestants waiting to clobber a soccer ball off its stand with a
curved stick. I was able to
knock one down scoring only
one point, others fared much
better in this competition.
Unfortunately, later in the
contest, the score keeper,
Jason May, took an errant
rabbit stick to the gut, ouch!

Cesario Guerra, Editor
P. O. Box 695
Roma, TX 78584
southtexasatlatl@gmail.com
www.southtexasatlatl.com

Continued on page 2.

1st Place Atlatl Team Winners Robert and Milo Garcia
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Jeremy Brooks was the 1st
Place winner of this competition, Carlton Burke was 2nd,
and Luis Rodriguez was 3rd.
After the youth friction fire
contest followed the adult
friction fire contest. I hurried
from the TAA booth to sign-up
for but had low expectations
of doing well in this competition. I had no idea futile my
effort would be in face of the
competition winners. After a
tie breaker, Nathan Martinez
from the SHUMLA School won
1st place producing flames
with the hand drill in thirtyseven seconds. Nicholas
Linzenmeyer took 2nd place,
and TAA member Charles
Koenig took 3rd.

“After a tie breaker,
Nathan Martinez from
the SHUMLA School
won 1st place producing
flames with the hand
drill in thirty-seven
seconds.

Shortly after the friction
fire contest was the skilled
individual atlatl competition,
now I was in my league.
When my turn came up, I tried

1

my best to concentrate and
make my dart connect to the
3-D white tailed deer target
45 feet away. At the end, the
members of the Texas Atlatl
Association swept this event,
Robert Garica took 1st place,
Roy Wenmohs got 2nd, and I,
Cesario Guerra, took 3rd.
Next up was the amateur
individual atlatl competition,
which had many contestants
who were new to the sport.
This time the distance to the
deer target was only 30 feet
away. Chris Davis received 1st
place, TAA member Milo Garcia, son of Robert Garcia, took
2nd, and Senna Barnett took
3rd.
The last atlatl event was
the team atlatl competition,
where 5 throws were divided
among members of a team.
Father and son team, Robert
and Milo Garcia took 1st

place. Three different teams
from Texas State University in
San Marcos Experimental
Archaeology Club competed in
this event with 5 different
members in each team. One
of these teams composed of
Nicholas Linzenmeyer, Jeremy
Brooks, Hayden Jackson, and
Travis Metheny took 2nd
place. Team Austin composed
of Roy Wenmohs and Josh
Mieth took 3rd.
What a great event, my
only complaint was that it was
over too quick, or it just
seemed that way. There was
plenty of good folks to talk to
and an abundance of displays
and demonstrations to look
over. This year was bigger
than last, and if this trend
continues, the Archeolympics
will be one Texas primitive
skills event to be reckoned
with.

1st place skilled atlatl Robert Garcia

2nd place skilled atlatl Roy Wenmohs

3rd place skilled atlatl Cesario Guerra

3rd place team atlatl Roy Wenmohs and Josh
Mieth
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2ND ANNUAL TEXAS ATLATL ASSOCIATION MEETING
BY CESARIO GUERRA

Photo courtesy of Nick Unger

Immediately following the
2011 Archeolympics, over 30
participants, including members of the Texas Atlatl Association, attended the after
party at Jack and Angel Johnson’s house in Comstock,
Texas. There were 9 TAA
members at attendance including, Roy Wenmohs, Neal
Stilley, Jack Johnson, Joshua
Mieth, Robert Garcia, Nick
Unger, Charles Koenig, Matias
Muniz, and myself.
One of the items discussed was the meeting place
and date for the 2012 Annual
Meeting which was set for
March at the Austin Archery
Club at Emma Long Park.
Concerning the TAA Newsletter, we discussed the idea of
having more articles written
by different TAA members
from different parts of the
state. We also talked about
promoting the use of the atlatl
and TAA membership.
One agenda item which
prompted much discussion
was the idea of hunting with

2nd Annual TAA Meeting at Jack Johnson’s residence

the atlatl in the state. It was
decided that the TAA would do
its part in promoting responsible and ethical atlatl hunting
in Texas. Since the atlatl is
not currently a legal method
of taking game animals in our
state, exotics, such as feral
pigs, are allowed to be hunted
using the atlatl. It was suggested that once the effectiveness of the atlatl is demonstrated on exotics, then the

TAA would have a better
chance of legalizing the atlatl
for hunting game animals.
This would, in turn, attract
more individuals to join the
TAA.
To be discussed in the next
meeting will be the official
logo for the TAA, officers and
administration, and the possibility of charging annual dues
for membership.

TEXAS ATLATL TOURNAMENT
CHAMPIONSHIP 2011
Tournament Location:
Austin Archery Club
Emma Long Park, Austin, TX
Time: starts @ 8:30 a. m.
ISAC following tournament!
Thirty 3-D targets in the Hill Country!
Meet at the clubhouse at 8:30 AM, targettips only, contest fee = $12.
More information available on-line:
www.austinarcheryclub.com/
Or contact Bobcat Smith:
martybobcat@yahoo.com

Marty “Bobcat” Smith hunting Velocaptor at the Austin
Archery Club in 2010
Photo courtesy of Roy Wenmohs

“It was decided that the
TAA would do its part
in promoting responsible
and ethical atlatl
hunting in Texas.”
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UPCOMING TEXAS EVENTS:
March 13, 2011
Annual Texas Atlatl Tournament Championship
Location: Austin Archery Club at Emma Long Park, Austin, Texas
Time: starts at 8:30 am, ISAC following tournament
Thirty 3-D targets in the Hill Country!
Meet at the clubhouse at 8:30 AM, target-tips only, contest fee = $12.
More information available on-line: www.austinarcheryclub.com/
Or contact Bobcat Smith: martybobcat@yahoo.com

March 19 & 20, 2011
March 26 & 27, 2011

Wenmohs Ranch ISAC
Location: Wenmohs Ranch, Cypress Mill, TX
ISACs during Wenmohs Annual Spring Show
Time: TBA
For more information contact Roy Wenmohs: raweye@yahoo.com

June 4th, 2011

World Atlatl Day
Location: Various, Worldwide
Special Contest using ISAC target
Time: TBA
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Milo Garcia

Matias Muniz

Nick Unger

Robert Garcia

Neal Stilley

Jack Johnson
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2011 A RCH E O LY M P I C S P H O T O S

Charles Koenig

David Nolan

Roy Wenmohs

Josh Mieth

Cesario Guerra

Nathan Martinez
Photo courtesy of Roy Wenmohs
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A N O F F I C I A L L O G O F O R T H E T E X A S A T L AT L
A S S O C I AT I O N
The Texas Atlatl Association needs an official logo, which will definitely be decided at the next TAA Annual
Meeting in March of 2012. These are the current images that are under consideration. Join the discussion here:
http://paleoplanet69529.yuku.com/topic/42456/Logo-Texas-Atlatl

Bobcat’s Image

Roy’s Image

Cesario’s Image
Roberts Image
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Texas Atlatl Association
Bylaws
July 17, 2010

ARTICLE 1 - Branding
Section A. Name: Texas Atlatl Association (TAA).
Section B. Logo: Pecos River style figure with atlatl.
ARTICLE 2 – Affiliations
Section A. World Atlatl Association; TAA is a chapter of the WAA and will be conducted according to WAA guidelines.
WAA bylaws available on-line: www.worldatlatl.org/bylaws.html
Section B. Affiliations include, but are not limited to: Austin Texas Lithic Arts and Technology League, South Texas
Atlatl League, Austin Archery Club, New York Atlatl Association.
ARTICLE 3 - Mission
Section A. Broad Goals:
Promote the art of the atlatl.
Encourage personal growth.
Improve the environment.
Section B. Specific Objectives:
Network with other atlatl associations and similar groups.
Provide competitions for people to test their physical and mental skills.
Provide venues for people to exchange ideas about the atlatl, experimental archeology, and self-reliance.
Promote research and publication.
Provide demonstrations.
Produce videos.
Advocate for the legalization of atlatl hunting of game animals.
Reduce the impact of invasive non-native species.
Practice self-reliance skills.
ARTICLE 4 - Meetings
Section A. One (l) annual meeting in each calendar year will be conducted. The time and location of the annual
meetings will be determined by a counsel of members. General membership attendance will be a consideration in
determining the time and location of the annual meetings.
Section B. The times and dates of meetings will be posted with the WAA and on PaleoPlanet.
* Also, see the Addendum for current schedule of meetings.
ARTICLE 5 - Events
Section A. Annual Events:
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Texas Atlatl Association
Bylaws
July 17, 2010

1. Archeolympics; hosted by TPWD and Shumla, at Seminole Canyon State Park.
2. Texas Atlatl Championship Tournament, held every February or March, at the Austin Archery Club.
3. South Texas Atlatl ISAC and Primitive Skills Rendezvous at Falcon State Park.
4. Blackwater Draw Atlatl Throw; hosted by Eastern New Mexico University.
Section B. Members may organize additional events.
Section C. Events will be conducted according to WAA guidelines.
Section D. The times and dates of events will be posted with the WAA and on PaleoPlanet.
* Also, see the Addendum for current schedule of events.
ARTICLE 6 – Membership
Section A. New, active membership will be considered for anyone who is interested in the atlatl.
Section B. All members must adhere to the WAA code of conduct.
Section C. All members must adhere to the American Anthropological Association code of ethics.
Section D. Discrimination against any person based on class or category is prohibited.
ARTICLE 7 – Administration
To be determined at a later date.
ARTICLE 8 - Money
Section A. Members must pay annual dues. Dues will not be pro-rated.
Section B. Current WAA members may receive a discount on annual dues.
Section C. Annual dues for membership may be changed by a vote at an annual meeting.
* See the Addendum for current list of annual membership dues.
Section D. Any income, including membership dues, will constitute a working fund, available for operating expenses.
Section E. Members are not liable for the debts and obligations of the organization.
ARTICLE 9 - Disposal of Assets
In the event of dissolution, whether voluntary or involuntary, the assets will be donated to the WAA.
ARTICLE 10 - Amendments
Section A. Any member may propose that the Bylaws be amended, repealed, or altered in whole or in part. In an
annual meeting, a vote will be taken on any proposed amendments, a simple majority counts as acceptance of the
proposal.
Section B. Additional standing rules and procedures may be adopted.
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B OW A N D A R R OW W O O D S O F T H E C OA H U I LT E C A N
REGION
BY ARTURO LONGORIA-VALVERDE
Preserving nature and living the woodsman’s life have been my passions for as long as I can remember. Over the past decade I’ve focused on replicating the bows and arrows that might have been used by the Indians of the Coahuiltecan geographical region—the land from the Nueces River in South Texas to the Soto la Marina in northeastern Mexico. Though dozens of bows and
arrows from other areas in the United States as well as from the southern parts of Mexico exist, no bow or arrow artifacts remain
from the family groups and nomadic hunter/gatherers who roamed Coahuiltecan territory. Despite being genetically and linguistically related the “Coahuiltecans” never formed, to our knowledge, any sort of cohesive political group that might have constituted a
tribe. They did however share both cultural and religious values and these commonalities assured a semblance of peace and harmony
amongst the various groups.
Descriptions of bows and arrows from the region are scant and, as I have learned, subject to questioning. Most descriptions
come from Spanish explorers. Bow details usually go no further than approximate lengths and the wood of choice is sometimes mentioned as “mesquite.” We must remember, however, that the explorers were not botanists or do they seem to have possessed any
more than a passing interest in bow technology. Arrows are described as made of “carrizo” or cane with “hardwood” foreshafts.
From the start I realized that mesquite must not have been a favorite bow wood, especially when attempting to build bows using only
stone tools. In pre-Columbian times the region was thickly wooded with dense riparian zones lining rivers, lakes and ponds. These
areas held the greatest plant and animal populations and it was within these ecological complexes that the Indians lived and thus
gathered their bow staves. My search for the woods the Coahuiltecans might have used for their bows and arrows will be detailed in
a forthcoming book. Here are two links to my first two books on the natural history of South Texas and northeastern Mexico.
http://www.tamupress.com/product/Adios-to-the-Brushlands,2643.aspx and
http://www.tamupress.com/Catalog/ProductSearch.aspx?
filter=Titles&search=Keepers+of+the+Wilderness&ExtendedSearch=False&SearchOnLoad=True
Coahuiltecan bows probably ranged between 50 and 60
inches in length and had short draw lengths in order to accommodate the “pinch” arrow hold. One of the better bow
woods of the region is anacua (Ehretia anacua) easily
worked with stone tools and excellent in both compression
and tension. This anacua bow measures 55 inches long
and draws 50 pounds at 24 inches.

Like most of the legumes,
Guajillo, pronounced gwahhee-yo, (Acacia berlandieri)
is poor in tension. This bow
draws 44 pounds at 23
inches and measures 52
inches in length.

Chapote (Diospyros texana) makes an
excellent bow. This chapote (Texas
Persimmon) bow measures 49.5
inches in length and draws 45 pounds
at 23 inches.
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Brasil might have been a choice bow
wood of the Coahuiltecan region if a
long enough stave could be located.
This brasil (Condalia hookeri) bow
measures 53 inches in length and
draws 47 pounds at 24 inches.

This bow is made of cedar elm (Ulmus crassifolia)
and the stave was collected after Hurricane Dolly
ravaged The Rio Grande Valley. My staves are
never taken from standing trees but instead coppiced branches or from saplings salvaged from
work crew projects. Undoubtedly a top bow wood
of the Coahuiltecan region, this cedar elm bow
measures 52 ¼ inches and draws 48 pounds at
24 inches.

Four “floor tillered” bowstaves
ready to be made into bows. From
left to right are two coma
(Bumelia celastrina) staves taken
from a sapling that was cleared
off a vacant lot in Mission; a
Texas ebony (Pithecellobium
ebano) stave collected near Rio
Grande City; and a chaparro
prieto (Acacia rigidula) stave also
collected near Rio Grande City.
This photo shows two arrow foreshafts made from
woods that might have been popular within the
Coahuiltecan region. The top foreshaft is made
from Jara (pronounced ha-rah) known scientifically
as Baccharis salicifolia. The bottom foreshaft is
made from huajillo (Pithecellobium pallens).

This arrow is made from Baccharis salicifolia and is
fletched with commercial turkey feathers.

Three sets of arrow shoots
awaiting to be made into
arrows. From left to right:
guajillo, huajillo, and baccharis.
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T H E H U M AN P AT H
BY ROY WENMOHS
On a weekend in December Robert Garcia and I went
to an abandoned rock quarry
north of San Antonio to meet
Sam Coffman of The Human
Path. The Human Path is an
ecology-based, wildernesssurvival and wilderness-living
school. On Saturday we practiced making fire using many
different techniques, including the hand-drill. And Sunday

was all atlatls! A stand of river
cane grows near the quarry
and we cut some for darts.
Then we made atlatls out of
tree branches. The rock
quarry is an ideal target
range. The location is also
perfect for practicing with the
sling; lots of good rocks and
plenty of open space. We had
a great time and met some
really cool people, including

Chris Hyde, who teaches
classes in Austin. Chris and
Sam have different outdoor
bush craft classes almost
every weekend! Check them
out.
www.thehumanpath.com

“The Human Path is an
ecology-based, wildernesssurvival and wildernessliving school. “
Robert Garcia making darts at The Human Path
Photo courtesy of Roy Wenmohs

Various Participants at
The Human Path
Photo courtesy of Roy Wenmohs
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W O R L D A T L AT L D AY — J U N E 4 T H 20 1 1
CALLING

ALL ATLATLISTS!

World Atlatl Day is a worldwide atlatl competition that will take place on June 4, 2011. Teams of 3 individuals will represent their
states and compete against other states and other countries. These are the rules as written by New York Atlatl Association member
Linda Brundage are posted below.
Rules:
1. Using an ISAC target with an ISAC score sheet.
2, Throwing distances will be measured at 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 meters. Competitors will each have a turn throwing from each distance and then go through it a second time. (One entry per team, but an individual may shoot on more than one team).
3. Each competitor's scores will be added up for their final score. All the final scores will be added together to make the Team total
score.
4. Options for team roster can be one of the following
. all men
. all women
. all youth
. mixed of any combination
5. Scores will be e-mailed to atlatldart1@gmail.com to be tabulated and the final placement of teams will be posted on Paleoplanet,
in upcoming newsletters (WAA Atlatl, NYAA, Texas Atlatl etc.) and in private e-mails to the host who sent the scores in.
If you also want to hold ISAC competitions on the same day while you have enough competitors, you still must list it as an event with
the Secretary for the WAA calendar for your ISAC scores to count.

SOUTH T EXAS ATLATL REN D EZVOUS
SUMMER 2011
An official date for the South Texas Atlatl Rendezvous 2011 has not set, but my eyes are fixed on June the 4 th, the
same date for World Atlatl Day. Possible locations are Falcon State Park or the Duvall Ranch in Falcon Heights, the
Salinas Residence in Escobares, and the Rosalez Ranch in San Julian, all locations in Starr County.
Aside from atlatl competitions (ISACs), there will be rabbit stick, slinging, primitive/traditional bow, tomahawk, throwing
knife, and friction fire competitions. Flintknapping and other primitive arts are welcome. After party at sundown which
includes a South Texas barbeque. Bring your instruments if you have any, primitive or otherwise.

Robert, Milo, Noah, and Roy at the 2010 rendezvous

Noah Barba and Milo Garcia practicing for the day’s ISAC
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N e w s l e tte r o f th e T e x a s
A tl a tl A s s o c i a ti o n
P. O. Box 695
Roma, TX 78584
southtexasatlatl@gmail.com

The Texas Atlatl Association (TAA) formed on July 17th, 2010 at the Duval Ranch in Falcon Heights,
Texas near Falcon State Park. What began as correspondence between the Austin Texas Lithic Arts &
Technology League (ATLATL) and South Texas Atlatl back in 2008, eventually culminated into an organization that will reintroduce the art of the atlatl in the state. One of our main goals as TAA is to provide venues for people to exchange ideas about the atlatl and other primitive skills, experimental archaeology, and survival skills. By no means is membership limited to Texas, we invite those in surrounding states and Mexico to get involved in our competitions and events.
For more information, contact Cesario Guerra at southtexasatlatl@gmail.com or Roy Wenmohs at
raweye@yahoo.com.

Look for us on the Web at:
www.southtexasatlatl.com/TAA.aspx

Austin Texas Lithic
Arts and Technology
League

South Texas Atlatl

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE WYOMING ATLATL &
SOCIAL CLUB
BY RED MENACE

The Texas Atlatl Association, for a limited time, will grant amnesty to any member of the Wyoming Atlatl
& Social Club who is willing to switch their allegiance to Texas. This will have many advantages for us
all. As you know the next period of glaciations is expected to partially cover Wyoming, while large herbivores thrive in Texas.
I, _______ _______, do solemnly swear, (or affirm,) in presence of Almighty God, that I will henceforth
faithfully support, protect, and defend the Bylaws of the Texas Atlatl Association, and the State there under;
and that I will, in like manner, abide by, and faithfully support all laws and proclamations issued by the
Texas Atlatl Association. So help me God.

